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Rietveld Analysis Workshop 
Example 1 

Basic Structural Analysis 
Introduction 
In this example you will analyse X-ray powder diffraction data for a single phase 
material. The data correspond to a BIMVEOX compound Bi2V0.9Fe0.1O5.35 and you 
are provided with structural data for an analogous system. Data were collected on a 
PANAlytical X’Pert Pro diffractometer in Bragg-Brentano geometry using Ni filtered 
Cu-Kα radiation. The crystal system is tetragonal in space group I4/mmm and should 
be isostructural with Bi2V0.9Co0.1O5.35. Details of the structure of  Bi2V0.9Co0.1O5.35 are 
given below. Using these as a starting model, with appropriate substitution of Co by 
Fe, you will refine the structure of  Bi2V0.9Fe0.1O5.35.  

Starting Model 

 

 

 

Data set and parameter file required 

SSI-18-Ex1-xrd.gss  Powder diffraction data in GSAS GSS format  

xpert2.prm (use bank 1) Instrument parameter file 
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Detailed Instructions 

In windows create a working directory wherever you want. 

Copy the two files SSI-18-Ex1-xrd.gss and xpert2.prm to your working directory. 

Start EXPgui and navigate to the working directory where you have placed the files. 

Enter a name for the experiment file e.g. ex1 in the box at the bottom and press Read. 

 

You will be prompted that the file does not exist and if you wish to create it answer Create. 

 

Enter a title for the experiment and press Set. 

 

The main EXPgui screen will then appear. 

 

Click on the Phase tab 
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Then press Add Phase and enter the phase title, cell dimensions and space group. 

 

Then press Add. A window with the symmetry operations will appear. Check these to be sure you 

have not made an error. 

 

If OK press Continue if not press Redo and re-enter. 

If all is OK then you will return to the phase menu and next you should add the atomic coordinates 

by pressing Add New Atoms. Enter the atomic positions in the appropriate boxes. Click Add More 

Boxes as appropriate and when ready press Add Atoms. 
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Note in the screen above Bi was entered separately. 

The press the Histogram tab. 

 

Press Add New Histogram 

Use the Select button to find the data file and the instrument parameter file. If prompted to convert 

the format to gsas format answer Y. When finished press the Add button 
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It is useful to edit the background at this stage. Press Edit Background. Change Function Type to 1 

and the number of terms to 12. Enter zero in the empty boxes and press Set. 

 

Finally press the Constraints tab 

Then press New Constraint. Highlight the oxygen atoms, change the variable to UISO and the 

multiplier to 1 and press Save.  

 

Repeat the process adding a New Constraint tying the USIO for the Fe and V atoms. 

 

Now the data entry is complete press the Powpref tab. A command prompt window will open and 

powpref will run in this. When prompted press any key to continue. Then press the Genles tab and 

when prompted press any key to continue 
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When prompted if you want to load the new EXP file press Load new.  

 

Press the Liveplot tab to give the plot of the fit. This will update as you progress. 

 

In EXPgui press the Profile tab and tick GU and LX parameters for refinement. Then press Genles 

again. 
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Press any key to continue when prompted and press Load New when prompted. Then run Powpref 

followed by Genles and Load New when prompted. Press the Phase tab and click on Refine Cell.  

 

Press the Histogram tab and click on refine the Zero point correction. 

 

Then run Genles followed by Powpref and then Genles again. Load the new experiment file when 

prompted. 
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Then press the Phase tab. Highlight all the atoms then click on the U box to refine UISO for all atoms. 

 

Run Genles again and load the new experiment file when prompted. 

Then highlight just the Bi atom and click on the X-box to refine the atomic parameters. 

 

Run Genles, Powpref and Genles again, loading the new experiment when prompted. 

Press the Profile tab and click on the asym box. Then run Genles, Powpref and Genles again, loading 

the new experiment when prompted. Complete the refinement by running a final Powpref and 

Genles. You can see the quality of the fit using Liveplot. But the final plot should be made using 

Powplot. For this press the Powplot tab. A command window will open. Enter graphics option C,  Y 

to saving the graphics and option D for the hardcopy format when prompted. 
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Then enter H 1 to load the histogram then enter D M P to plot (all these can be done in one line). 

 

 

You can press Alt and Tab keys together to switch between the graphics and the command prompt 

window. When prompted for a hardcopy answer Y. 

Then enter return when prompted for the scale range for the next plot and N to see an error analysis 

to return to the main menu. Then press X to exit and press OK in the window that appears to close 

the graphic screen and any key to continue when prompted. 

There are various options available in the EXPgui window. Eg. under the Results tab Disagl runs the 

distance and angle calculation.  
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Use notepad to look at the lst file in the working directory.  Near the bottom you will see the refined 

cell dimensions. 

 

A bit further up you will see your refined thermal parameters and atomic positions. 

 

The R-factors for the refinement are just above this 
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Note that the expected R-factor is given in Powpref as the minium weighted residual and is near the 

top of the file. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 


